Celebrate Wisconsin’s Food Heritage at the

CIAS HARVEST DINNER

a benefit for CIAS research and education in sustainable agriculture and food systems

a three-course meal featuring foods from the Cornish, German, Hmong, Native American, Norwegian and Polish traditions

with Terese Allen, Wisconsin food author and columnist

and Dan Cornelius, Oneida nation member and Technical Assistance Specialist for the Intertribal Agriculture Council and Mobile Farmers Market

and announcing the Faye Gehl Conservation Foundation challenge gift to CIAS

Saturday, November 21, 6 pm
The University Club • 803 State Street • Madison

Tickets $30 per person (advance purchase only)

To purchase tickets and see the complete menu, go to ciasharvestdinner.brownpapertickets.com. You can also purchase tickets in person at CIAS (call in advance to arrange pick up). Contact CIAS to reserve a table at this event. Please note that this is an age 21 and over event—alcohol will be served.

The Center for Integrated Agricultural Systems (CIAS) is a research center within the UW-Madison College of Agricultural and Life Sciences that carries out sustainable agricultural and food systems research and education.